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The boundary value problem for a linear first order qrstem of ordinary differential 
equations with singularities at the endpoints of a finite interval is formulated. The 
convergewe of a projection method involviw I n generalized splines is investigated. 
‘The practk *:I application al the method is discussed, and some numerical examples 
are presented. 
For the numerical solution of boundary value yrc,hlems for ordinary 
c5iffcrcntial equations, finite difference methods are widely used, and their 
convergerze properties have been investigated in the case of regular 
quations. However for singular eqmt ions, the application and convergence 
of finite difference methods have been studied only for special second 
order equations. Bulirsch [lj, Partcr [S], and Jamet \5’j_ ~s&&I~ the usual 
three point finite difference scheme and prove convkrgence, but it turns 
out that the convergence is slower than for regular equations. Jiirgens :‘G; 
:md Dershem 131 use difference schemes wlkh arc adapted to the singularit> 
of the equation and obtain the same order of convergence as in th<> case of 
regular equations. 111 [_lOj, [se!, and $21, gencraIized finite difference methods 
u-C derived by a projection n&d in\wlving aE?iwopriate generalized v 
Spline functions which prove to c0lwerge faster than the usual three-point 
finite difference scheme. In the present pakxr, this approach is used for the 
numerical treatment of a first order sIrstem of ordinary difderential 
equations which basicallv has a singularity of the first kkd. I . 
In Sec. 1, the boundary value problem of a first order singular system 
is defined in such a way that the system can be interpreted as a Fredholm 
operator in some Banach space, and a-priori-estimates for functior~s 
belonging to the domain of this operator are proved. In Sec. 2, the space 
of gener’alized vector valued spline functions is defined and its interpola :itw 
properties are investigated. The finite dimensional approximating 
problems are then introduced by a projection method. Sec. 3 contains 
the convergence proof. It is shown that for suitable nonuniform partitions, 
the convergence is -up to logarithmic terms-as fast as in the regular 
case. Section 4 describes the implementation on the computer and presents 
some numerical examples. 
We begin with the very simple example 
ilvhich was treated numericallv by manv authors, e.g., Partcr (9 anrl I _ 
Ji amet +j_ Following Jamet, we may consider either the two pint 
boundarf value problem: ~(0) = 0, U( 1) = 1 or the one point boundar-J- 
v alue problem : u(x) bounded if x -+ 0, zd( 1j = I., depending on k 5: I OI- 
iz > 1. To simplify the anal+ we rewrite the equation as a system 
v(x) bounded if .Y ---P 0, 
More krenerally, we consider the problem 
where C’ denotes a constant matrix, whereas the matrix I+’ and the vwt{~l 
f depen<! continuously on x, Now, the following question arises : Wh’df 
ljoundary conditions can be imposed if the resulting boundary value p-olr- 
leln is to have reasonable properties 3 The introductory e~an~plc indicates 
tllat these boundary conditions depend on the matrix c’. 
Lemma 1.1 describes a certain class of suitable boundary conditions 
for I% = 0 in the case of two singular points n, b: - 
Let CE, b, and c be real numbers, a < c cc b, and let I fil, L$ 1~: real 
(p, p)-matrices with real spectrum n( U,), a( UJ. lh spectral projectioll 
on thee algebraic eigenspacc of an eigcnvalue 21 of I,‘,, is r.fwotcd hv ZJ,,(zl). 
Wc write PJO) = P,’ -+- P,” with the projection I’,,’ 011 tlw ~13”;’ of thta 
cigenvectors for the eigenvalue 0 along tlw qwn of all 0thcr prinripal 
and cigenvectors of U,,. Finally we put 
‘1~1~~ projections &,(z~~), P,,‘, I+/, &, a:ld <II, we defined sirr?iM~~. 
/ l 1 denotes the maximum-norm for a vectrx and the maximal row sum 
for a matrix. E k the Banach space of tht. /xiimensiotlal wxtrxs with 
wmponents in L,(a, Q, normed l+ 
IYe use L,(n, b) rather than C;rr, b-i since otherwise the splines used in 
sec. ;’ wwld fail to be in the domain of the operator L, defined Mow. 
Sow we define the differential expression 
Z)(Lo) = ay E D(L, 1: lim A(_% - lz)-“‘l,v(*) + lim B(b - x)““~~(x) = I 0 1 
I 
, 
1 3 3u X-•b 
L(jy = Z(.)(Y)& J-j y E q&J), 
is Frt&wlm WI& a’n.&x 0, Hevc, (x - a) -- %l = e”“p1-- ht(x - 
Proof. Because L1 is closeck, the linear space D(L,), U( 
i[yjlI = liyl! + flLlyfl, is a L3anach space D,. Let 
P(x) = 1 
A(I - Q,,) = B(2 - QJ =: 
b 
a 
defines a bounded operator 
that 
T:)J = lim A(x -- ai~--“ay(x) -j.- lim &(b _ r)-““.y(X), 
I-Ml x-_,b 
Therefore, we have D(L,) = T -l(O). If y,& E LqL,), yn --+ y and Z+gt + 5 
in E, then (yn) is a Cauchy seqa7tnce in DI, hence y,& -p y in Dr arid ‘Z-y ‘z= 
lim, Tyn = 0, which shows that y E D(L,) and Lay = L,y = z. This 
proves the closedness of Ln. 
If y is absolutely continuous E .nd i!&v) = 1 E E, then 
where z = y(c), and similarly for [i., 0). If y is essentially bounded, t hen 
necessarily the equation 
]~olds, which may be rewritten in the form 
y(x) = (x - ap r (I - P(,)(l - PI) -( Q;(t) co 
s 
which in turn implies that y is essentially bounded at n. Thus _Y E I>( L. ,) i ff 
z satisfies Eq. (1 .l) and a corresponding equation for the point b. 
Sxv we consider the systcln of 3p linear equations 
(1 3) 
wtlere C z ._i(c - a)-mrvfz + B(b - c) -r:b. The first p equatic,ns are just \ 
the boundary conditions defining D(L,), whereas the remaining f2f) 
equations are equivalent with y e D(L,). Thus y E II(L,) iff 2 satisfies 
Kq. (1.3), and the dimension of the null space of Lo coincides with the 
nI.nnber of linearly independent solutions of Eq. (l-.3) for f = 0. 
Let (I = r&c), i.e., dim &-l(O) = /J - 4, and let x~~,. . . , ~‘:j~_~ E K*’ 
h: a hasis for tile null spaue of C*. Phm Eq. (1.2) is solt~able iff f -2tisfies 
Obt:iously we have .d(I - (IU) = &!’ - &,) = 0, thus the pl: are bounded 
linear function& on E. The null space of c* contains the null space of 
(..i, ,!!I)$: which is 2iJ-dimensional because of ~k(& I?) = +. Therefore we 
may assume that the first 2@ [and no others) of t.he vectors q belong to 
the null space of (A, @*. This means that the firsi 2@ of the functionals yi 
vanish identically, where&$ the remaining p - q of the vi are linear’.y 
independent. Thus the range of LO is the intersection of the null spaces 
of fi - q linearly independent bounded functionals, which shows that: 
dim E/L,(E) = p - q = dim LO--1(O). Because LO is closed, the proof ic 
complete. m 
Lemma 1.1 describes the most general Fredholm ope:ator with in&??: 
0 associated with lo(y), whkh is defined by boundary conditions. 
From Eq. ( 1.2) we can conclude the following corollary. 
lim(l - P&Y - a) -’ 1 -y!(x) = 0, 
r- tr1 
The proof of the following lemma depends (‘)I~ some estimates of the 
matrix power : 
Let J = X-W,S be the Jordan normal form of C’,,, and let ,/(tll denc~ 
the submatrix of J corresnonding to an eigc~nv:~lue I,{ of ($. Then, for CW~ 
II E G( U,) and s ‘> O, 
&oof, Since y E I)(&), we have the representation (1.12) for 3’ with 
f = L,y and z = y(c). If u r; 0, then 
md Erl. (I A) iinylics 
Z),,(u) 7, 
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and Eq. (1.4) implies 
This finishes the proof. a 
Now we are able to generalize Lemma I.1 to operators of the forI 
L, -+- II’, where W is a matrix function of the following type: For each 
24 fz a( U,), iet 31, be a real izumber with 
and let PU, 1, P’ be defined carrespondingly for I ‘&. I’h!~\l WY! SU~~pXX If’ 
to be of tile fclrrn 
in (n, cj, \-there W,, is an essentially bounded matrix, with rr corresponding 
representation in [c, h), involving the numbers I?,(. We obsfitrve that EC+ 
( f 5) and (1.6) are satisfied by contirruous matrices It’. 
As a consequence of Lemma 1.2, we have the following lemma. 
Proof. We clearlv may assulne that IV0 = I. Then for v E D(L,) I . , 
= W’L, y -- 2 (a, + U&x -- ~7)~ zlJ-lP,(u)~f _ 
I&H-l 
- ((a0 -+- P,,“U,)(x - +-~ndJ -!- (x - n)-V’,,‘U,,)(P,,” -+ &‘)I*. 
Since U,P,’ = 0, the first part of the lemma follows immediately front 
Eq. (1.5) and Lemma 1.2. 
similarly, we have 
?‘k first two terms in this equation obviously can be estimated in the 
way stated in the lemma, while the ias’, term is identical with . 
Because of U,&’ = 0, the second part of the lemma follows again h-c-m 
Eq. (1.5) and Lemma 1.2. n 
The first part of the lemma has the following consequences: 
is relatively compact. Because WO defines a bounded operator in E, we 
can replace I 1~~ IV, without affecting the relative compactness of S. Thus 
TC’ is L,-compact. n 
Now we show that for each e > 0 there is a B(E) such that 
The inequality foilows by choosing a partition with 
The following theorem states t?re fundamental proijerties of the operator 
we are dealing with. 
Proof. Since W is LO-compact, LO +- bV’ is Fredholm of index 0 in 
virtue of the second stability theorem (Kato ! 7, p. 2389. I&et s = 
{y: LED, [lyfl -/- flLyl/ < l}, Since W has Lo-bound zero, ;ty// --I- 
‘.j&gjj is uniformly bounded in S, hence $9 is relatively compact for each 
V with the properties (1.5) and (1.6). ? his shows that V is I,- ~mp~t, 
and it is easy to see that I/T has L-bourcb zero. If L-1 exists iii i:; cloS+~\d and 
defined on E, hence bounded by the c%sed graph theorem. Thus UN: stlt 
s, = (y: //Lyli < lj is bounded. Ske I meets properties (1.5) and (Mj, 
So is relatively compact, which ~hw~ that L--l is compact. a 
If Tdo-l exists, we may introduce the new unknown g = J,,)_y Alien &j. 
(1.7) becomes g -+- WL,,-lg = 1, i.e., an integral quatim of the second 
kind with a compact integral operator. ‘I”hc Chwn’I; function G(.u, tj 
representing LoV1 is easily obtained in tlttl form 
(i) for fised t E (a, b), G(x, tj is hunded and satisfies the lwundary 
conditions of D(L), 
(ii) for each :Y C 92, h’j, G(.r, f) is integrabk~, 
(1.9) 
matrices. An approach leading to sparse matrices is the following one: 
Choose a partition a = x,, < xl < l l l < AI,,, = c and integrate 
in each panel, yielding for interior panels 
( xi - a) -‘:“,y(xi) - (Xi__l - a) -cTay(.k-i_ *) 
(1.10) 
i = 2, . . ..Hz. Fori = 1, the procedure has to be modified. Now replace 
y or Wy on the right-hand side by an interpolation formula, reducing 
Ey. (1.10) to generalized finite difference equations. Basically, a method 
of this type will be discussed in the following sections in the framework 
of projection methods involving generalized spline functions. 
2. A PROJECTION METHOI3 
Let n: a = q) < x1 < l * l < x, = c c A& 1 .< l l l < iI& = b be a 
partition of (n, b), let hi = xi - x~__~, i = 1, .‘*. , M and Ini = max151~iB,,., h,. 
For each n we define the space S(n) of generalized vector-valued splints h\- 
S(n) = (V E D(L,) : l&q constant in (xi_,, xi), 
With the notation 
we introduce the bounded linear naps $&: E ---+ RI’, 
vi = (&q ,‘. l . , $&_J-%j& i = I,. . . , M - 1, 
where el , l l . , e,, are the p-dimension4 unit vectors. If g is constant in 
(_wi_, , xi), then ohviouslj 
The space S and the maps pi define the approximating problem for the 
inhomogeneous problem (1.7) hy the folIowing projection method : 
q’j( LT’ -f) =(I, i= l,..., M, i’E S(n) n D[L,. (2.2) ~ 
Since E(z) is of finite dimension, Eq. (2.2) is a finite dimensional problem. 
It turns out that Eq. (2.2) can be written explicitI! in terms of ZJ(X~), , . . , 
T$Y+,) and the vectors C,, ~7~ defined by 
Prooj. It is easily verified that 
is the unique solution of the interpolatior~ problem in &._ f , .Yi’. I tl (4, .yl’, 
the interpolation problem has the solutiorl 
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Xl 
z!(x) = 
i [ 
Qn Y-l(x) - "ii!!"-1 - (I - QJ Y-l(x) Y(t) & v, 
1 1’ 1 
:u 
Indeed, since Y-i is a fundamental matrix for lo, we have 
jvhich shows that Z&J) is constant in (a, ~~1, hence (I -- Qn)& = (1 - Q,,,) &‘~I_ 
Multiplied by QaY@), Eq. (2.4) becomes 
Since lim,,,(X - u)QaY(z) = 0, we have 
Of-l&l = lim QaY(_+(.~) = QJc,. 
s4a 
Thus & = VO, and obviously I = If’,. It remains to show that V(X) 
is bounded, but this follows immediately from (I - P,) t”,, = 0. SinctJ 
(d/dxjZ&u)(x) = 0 in (n, qj, & = w(x,) = I) implies W(X) = 0 in (a, .A$, 
there are no further solutions of the interpolation problem in !a, x1]. The 
condition (I - P,) VO = 0 is necessary because of Corollary 1.1. 
The proof of the first part of the lemma can be completed by exactly 
the same conclusions for the interval [x,_+ b). Finally, for each v E D(Li), 
A6 a.-+-Bdz, = 0means 7~ D(L), This Groves the second part of the lemma. m 
A simple integration by parts shows the following lemma. 
Because of the interpolation result, Problem (2.2) can be written in 
terms of VO = l;,, ‘vi = T&), i = 1, . . . , M - 1, V,%, = Gb: Let lpif = F,, 
GENETL~LTZ~;:D SPT_,INE METH(’ 20.3 
&z’ = InJ&_l -+ I&l/i, 2: = 1,. . . , Jf, ~fhx~ the matrices Gi, &. can TIC 
derived from Lemma 2.2 and from the explicit representations (2.4) and 
(2.3) of V. i‘hen problem (2.2) is equivalent to 
G$Vi-l + HiVi = Fz’, i = I., . . , , ~1, 
Av, + Bv, = 0. 
Since vk(J, S) = $, this system is equivalent to the .M + 1 equations for 
the ICI + 1 unknowns Vo, . . . , Cfv.‘L,. 
3, ComERGENCl~ 
. 
III this section, we USC the letter C: for any constant independent on tilt: 
partition n. 
If U,, U, are simtiilar to a diagonal matrix, then the pi are uniformI> 
bounded. Kwever, in the general case, we have the follvwing lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. If the wacc‘mil imkY of Ihc eigcwnlsrt’s or 1 I,?, is Q, tlrtw 
ii(l -- &,)~,/l < c, fQ,~,[/ < C(1 -f jln ?~,j~--~), : 
ii~ili <_ C(1 Tb jln(.vi__, -- t7)P), 1 6:: i :I< 942) 
;dh mvves@mGng tstimntcs for m <I i 5:. M. 
t 
Proof. It is suffi(:ient to prove the lemma for U, = ?{I +- iv, where 
This proves the lemma for 1 KI, I: < M. For i = 1 and G < 1, we replaw 
the estimate for the CI, by 
which leads to the estimate for 1 lQnp 1 1 f AS above. The estimate for 
#I - &)Q/J 1 is trivial. 0 
Corollary 1 .l implies that (I - P&jn = (I -- P,)g, = 0 for 3’ E D&j. 
According to Lemma 2.1, ahe interpolation problem j& = 27,@, ?(vJ = 
ZJ(Xi), 1 < i < i%f, '$b = 'i?b, 2 E D(L,) fl S(n) is uniquely solvable. The 
following lemma gives an estimate for the interpolation error. 
is each pad bt (a, cj. Then we have 
maxi@ - n)-*(y - v) (_Y) ! < C&f, i = 1, . . . , H2, 
Xi-l<%G%j 
El= ?t~~-a-a’( 1 -+ [ln h, 12q), 
Pro& ZE’ = y - 2’ satisfies [~&Y)]‘(X) = x(x), z(x) = [Z,(y)]‘(x) in ea& 
pan4 and we Ima\re w(x,_~) = z@+) = 0 for i > 1, m(x,) = z& = 0 for i z= 1. 
%“he ~mique wlution of these boundary value problems in (xi__, , xi) w.’ 
for i = 1 ad 
f!,T 1 <: i < PZ, where the argument of vi is undcrstrlod to be a fwwtion 
’ of r. Indeed, we have 
in each panel, and therefore &(7~‘j j’(s) = 0 i’?(x) = X(X) kause of 
I$ (2.1). Using the explicit form of the ~f’~, it is rcadilv seen that tk 
boundary conditions for w are also satisfied. 
Now the stated estimates follow immediately from tlwse rcpresent:&)ns 
nf the interpolation error by means of Eq. (1.4) and Lemma 3.1. a 
The minimal modulus y of I, is defined to be 
1fLy = 0 has only the solution y = 0, then L-l exists and y - /iL-lj i-l > 0 
(3.2) 
. , 111 
Pvooj. If “L! E D(L) n S(n), then L,v is constant in each panel, hence 
(L,F)(x) = piLOv in (-T,+ -t.J by EC]. (2.1). Thus 
sup I(La;(x) 1 t: sup I(C,v)(x) + (WV)(X)/, 
(Xj- 19%) (xj- l,.Vj) 
Making use of Lemma 1.3 and Lemma 3.1, we see that 
lf iiifii _t ijL7ji = 1 we conclude that 
and the proof is finished. m 
Xow we are read- to establish the main result of the pqw-. 
I%O/. We have seen that 15~1. (2.2) is a system of &Z -+- 1 ~rfki~w47i5 
for the .M -+ 1 variables Z:,l, 7t(xi), i = 1, . . . , M - I, +. The determinant 
of this sptem is different from zero if Mn) is we’ll. Indeed, according 
;UK~ thu definition (3.2) of I’ immediately implies the estin~at~.~ 
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I,EMMA 3.4. 
de/h? parlitions 
( C- a), i = OJ,.. .,m, 
2/(2-B-B’) 
(b - c), i = vt + 1,. . . , M. (3.4) 
The proof consists of a simple calculation and is omitted, 
If we add the points of discontinuity of f, J’, W, IV’ to the points of 
3t ,fi,M, Theorem 3.1 ensures the 0{m-2(In WZ)~~-~ + (M - m)-2[1n(M -- 
m)]a*-l}-convergence of the solution v of Eq. (2.2) to the solution y of 
Ly = f. Up to logarithmic expressions, we thus have obtained the same 
order of accuracy as in the case of a nonsingular system. 
4. PRACTICAL APPJ,ICATJQN AND NUMERJCAL RESI:LTS 
In general, the numerical evaluation of the matrices Fi, Gi, Hi in IGl. 
(2.5) requires awkward numerical integrations. However, if WO, f are 
sufficiently smooth, we can replace WO, f by their linear interpolates 
without affecting the order of convergence. Then, the matrices Fi, Ci, Hi 
involve only the values of WO, / a’ the points of z, but the expressions 
for Gi, Hi are still rather intricate. 2 his version of Eq. (2.5) was implementrtd 
in the case Q, = 0, U, similar to 8 diagonal matrix, W, W’, IV’ continuous, 
as an -4LGOL program to which we will refer as program I (c. f. Natterthr 
:&]). The following lemma, bas2.d on the stability result in Sec. 3, le& 
to much simpler expressions for Ci, Nj. 
Proof. The system (4.1) is equivalent tct SI -i- 1 quations for the 
.V + 1 unknowns I&,, . . . , &. If the homogeneous tyuations have a 
,solution ZO, . . . , &,, then by ECU (4.2) and (32j 
with C independent on z and Zo, . . . , Z,,. Equation (4.3) shows that the 
estimate of Lemma 4.1 holds not onQ7 for j IP! - $1 j, but also for 1 Vi -- p,j, 
i = 0,. . . ) .If. 
If the matrices I$, G,, Hi are subject to errors (c.g_, rwnd-off UWS) 
of magnitude q, then J<q. (4.3) and Lemma 4.1 tell us that the error of the 
wlution of Eqs. (2.5) or (2.2) is O(1 + maxI+_. .IliFJ)q. 
f f we define ;l?‘i)r~J):imatiotls &, G,, Qi for Fi, Gi, ,Fi, b!* rcpiacing ,I+, 1 f‘is 
in 151. (2.21, 1~ their .!.inear interpolates, i.e., if we put for i = 1,. . . , .\I _ 
then we have only to evaluate the maps (Ii for linear functions, sinctb y.:&$ 
is exyliritl\; expressed in terms of the ~“i by Lemma 2.2. WC ~bwrt~ tIl:lt * 
this version of f:q. (2.2) is identical with the method indicated in ICq. 
fl.lO), if f and Wy in I’:<+ (1.10) arc apprvxintated bv their linear illtw 
palates. A FOIUXAN pJgram, in the sequel denok by program 11% 
was written for this version of El. (2.5) assuming IT,, = 0, whewas I ‘,I 
is an arbitrar\* real matrix. 
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We now replace the assumptions ur’ Theorem 3.1 l>~r strt)Ilgctr C,II(!S :
II’,,, f have to be twice piecewise cmtitmmsly diffcrentiablc cvit]r y 
jW(p’(x)~ < c, 
we can recast the problem as a first order system 
where s = I - k. If k # 1, U, has the eigenvalues 0 and s, and 
( 1 1 
1 
1 _ s--1 
s,, = .o s ’ A&, 
-1 = ( 1 0 s-1 ’ 
are a matrix of eigknvectors and its inverse. If k = 1, U, has only the 
eigenvalue 0 and X0 = I is a suitable matrix of eigen- and principal- 
vet tars. 
Th? projection P, turns out to be 
I if k-d, if k>l, 
:1 __ s-1 
I if k > 0, ( 1 ..fJ 0 if k :c 0. 
We consider the following boundary value problems : 
fl) k S- 0.5' u(l) = 0, u(O) = 1. 
. (4 k ZZ 0.5, H(l) == d, 24(O) = 1, 
‘ 
(4 k = 1.5, 21(l) *= 1, $1 bounded at 0. 
These boundary conditions corresr nnd to the following choice of the matrices 
A, B: We put 
in each case and 
in the first two cases, whereas in (YIW (3) WC take .,I -_ (I. 111 af] cases, 
/I (I - Qo) = 0 and r&i, 8) = 2. ‘I’ht: resulting hunda.rp~ conditiolj5 
for ~1 are not necessarily equivalent to those imposed on U, but Lemma 1.2 
S~~OWS easily enough that the boundary conditions for y imply thtrse for ,tl. 
For 4 = - 1, all three boundary value problems were solved bb 
proqam 1 for faa = n/T = 10, 20, 40 and xi = (z’/Mj~, i = (1,. . . , lil. 
Because of a = a' = 0 for problems (1) and (3)) x = 0, X’ = o.!T) for 
problem (2), we could also work with uniform partitions irl the case!; (I ) 
a& (3), and with xi = (~/LIT)~/” in case (2). According to Lemma 3.4, wt 
expect the error to be (up to logarithmic termsj of or&r ()(.I( 2); whir+ is 
clearly confirmed by the numerical results. 
As an example for a fourth order equation, we take 
P 2 
L”zr -- 
Y2 
hi +- q(#+4 = f(r), 
I, 
d2 1n 
= F2 + --j- -& # p constant , 
which may be considered as 
differential equation 
,4”u - 
& 
the radially symmetric form of the partial 
.I the I_aplacian. The boundary conditions we impose on zt are 
2#, u’, Lz6 continuous at Y = 0, 
24 = d =o at r=l. 
We rewrite the boundarv value problem a.G; a first order system: 
We remark that ic == 1 for program II and x’ = 0 for probltm (5)) t%’ = 0.5 
for probkin (4). 
Again the numerical results show C)jil9-‘)-cctnvergence. We otscrtxt 
that the exact solution of problem (4) it; 
1t (?,) U(Y) N(Y) U(V) 
1 Ji = 10 ill flL 20 ,%Z == 40 ,\.I = HO 
._._____.____- __ __.._.. ..- -_-_- _-. ____-_.___.--.._.-- -. . . 
0.00 0.7i2W 0.78930 0.76840 0.76817 
0.16 0.73716 0.73479 0.73414 0.73397 
0.30 0.59877 I). 60009 0.60034 O.~iOO40 
0.64 0.28369 a29123 0.29:wi 0.29353 
1 .oo 0.00000 0.00000 O.O(JO(~O 0.0000o 
